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Walkthrough 8 Marta Bralic



Agenda   Distribution Code   HTML + CSS   Javascript   API’s: Google Earth and Google Maps   Pickup   Dropoff   Choice of feature



Distribution Code   index.html – homepage   buildings.js – buildings in the game   houses.js – Harvard houses + locations   math3d.js – movement math   passengers.js – all the people in the game   service.css – appearance of the homepage   service.js – functions   shuttle.js – shuttle movement (complicated)



HTML - head 













HTML - body Calls functions: 



Organizes page:  
 
   …



CSS - example div#announcements { font-size: smaller; margin: 5px; text-align: center; }



Javascript   http://www.w3schools.com/js/default.asp   Spend time here!



  Arrays   var fruits = [];



  Objects   var passenger = {username: “achang88”, name: “Alex Chang”, house: “Kirkland House”};



  Arrays of objects   var PASSENGERS = [ { username: "achang88”, name: "Alex Chang”, house: "Kirkland House” }, {…}];



  Functions that come with arrays (more at the link above!)        



fruits.push("Kiwi"); fruits.pop(); fruits.splice(0,1); fruits.length();



APIs   Google Maps API   http://code.google.com/apis/maps/ documentation/javascript/basics.html



  Google Earth API   http://code.google.com/apis/earth/ documentation/index.html



service.js   you will write code in this file   walkthrough it to get more comfy with javascript



TODO - pickup   if shuttle within 15 meters and at least 1 seat empty   remove passenger from 2D map and 3D earth   put them in a seat



  else if not within 15 meters   announce that no one is trying to be picked up



  else if no seats   announce that there are no seats



  clear announcements when shuttle moves



TODO - dropoff   if shuttle within 30 meters   drop off by emptying seat



  else   announce that no one should be dropped off



  clear announcements when you move



Choose Feature(s)   points system   timer (window.setInterval, window.setTimeout)   group passengers by house   fly   arrow   teleport   speed up/slow down   ensure passengers get placed far from their house   ride around other campuses   announce current location   auto-pilot   fuel, gas station   make your own feature



Some help   var d = shuttle.distance(lat, lng);   gets distance of shuttle from lat, lng



  var features = earth.getFeatures();   features include placemarks



  features.removeChild(p);   removes a placemark p



  Change HTML text   document.getElementById("seats").innerHTML = "hello, world";   document.getElementById("announcements").innerHTML = "hello, world";



Remember all resources!   Distribution code!   Google Maps API   http://code.google.com/apis/maps/ documentation/javascript/basics.html



  Google Earth API   http://code.google.com/apis/earth/ documentation/index.html



  http://www.w3schools.com/js/default.asp   This pset (like the fp) is about using tools you have acquired to do cool things!   HAVE FUN!
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Agenda. â–« Distribution Code. â–« HTML + CSS. â–« Javascript. â–« API's: Google Earth and Google Maps. â–« Pickup. â–« Dropoff. â–« Choice of feature ... 
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Walkthrough 8 

index.html â€“ homepage. â–« buildings.js â€“ buildings in the game. â–« houses.js â€“ Harvard houses + locations. â–« math3d.js â€“ movement math. â–« passengers.js â€“ all the people in the game. â–« service.css â€“ appearance of the homepage. â–« 
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Walkthrough 8 

index.html â€“ homepage. â–« buildings.js â€“ buildings in the game. â–« houses.js â€“ Harvard houses + locations. â–« math3d.js â€“ movement math. â–« passengers.js â€“ all the ...
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CS 50 Walkthrough 5 

Data structures, hexadecimal, and pointers. â€¢ Programs: â€“ whodunit. â€“ resize. â€“ recover ... Image recovery! ... Go through each block in the disk image and: 1.
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CS 50 Walkthrough 5 

Image recovery - Steps. â€¢ Steps: Go through each block in the disk image and: 1. If we find a JPEG signature, start wriÃ»ng the bytes out to another file. 2. If we find a new JPEG signature, close that old file and go back to 2. 3. If we find the E
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CS50 Walkthrough 4 

To Do. â–« distribution code. â–« ncurses. â–« move cursor. â–« allow changing user-added ... Allows you to change colors, ... g.board[g.y][g.x] is spot on board where.
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CS 50 Walkthrough 5 

A bitmap is a series of consecuÃ»ve pixels described after each other. â€¢ Also has â€œmetadataâ€� in first 54 bytes consisÃ»ng of two headers.
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CS50 Walkthrough 4 

function, takes one argument ch (ascii). â–« if ch is 0, . , KEY_BACKSPACE, KEY_DC. â–« set that spot in the board to 0. â–« if ch is numerical between '1' and '9'.
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CS50 Walkthrough #3 

search. â–« sort. â–« fifteen.c. â–« distribution code ... Re-implement as binary! â–« why? â–« 2 main ways. â–« iterative. â–« recursive. Page 6. Binary Search: Iterative. Go to middle.
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CS50 Walkthrough 4 

distribution code. â–« ncurses. â–« move cursor. â–« allow changing user-added numbers, but not original ones. â–« allow replacement of blank with number. â–« invalid move? â–« won? ... Moving the cursor. â–« Switch statements! switch (test). { case 
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CS 50 Walkthrough 6 

create nodes for them. â€“ put these nodes ... store each leâ€ºer i of the word in that node. â€¢ fgetc(dptr) is that ... put a pointer to your node that you just malloced there.
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CS50 Walkthrough #3 

Go to middle if k < value at middle search for k between first and the one before the middle if k > value at middle search for k between one after the middle and ...
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Mobile Local Walkthrough 

Feb 8, 2011 - or jQTouch) are not necessary, but you can certainly use more than one page if you'd like to. Page 6. Mobile Local. Walkthrough. Tommy. MacWilliam. Setup. JSONP. YQL. Tips and. Tricks. HTML Setup. â–· HTML5 Doctype: . â–· jQuery: .
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CS50 Walkthrough 1 

Videos on website. â–« Purpose. â–« To guide you through the week's assignment ... poor/fair/good/better/best ... Building Blocks. â–« printf. â–« GetInt(). â–« â€œthinkingâ€�.
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CS 50 Walkthrough 6 

Topics: â€“ More data structures, more pointers. â€“ More File I/O. â€¢ You implement: ... convert each leâ€ºer of word tolower. â€¢ hash word and go to that place in array.
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Computer Science 50 Walkthrough 2 

This old man, he played one. He played knick-knack on my thumb. Knick-knack paddywhack, give your dog a bone. This old man came rolling home. This old man, he played two. He played knick-knack on my shoe. Knick-knack paddywhack, give your dog a bone.
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Computer Science 50 Walkthrough 2 

Computer Science 50. Introduction to Computer Science I. Harvard College. Marta Bralic [email protected]. Walkthrough 2 ...
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Computer Science 50 Walkthrough 2 

This old man, he played one. He played knick-knack on my thumb. Knick-knack paddywhack, give your dog a bone. This old man came rolling home. This old ...
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iOS: Evil Hangman Walkthrough - cs164 

Mar 21, 2012 - Property Lists. Equivalence. Classes. Protocols. Transitioning. Between. Views. Settings. iOS: Evil Hangman Walkthrough. CS164 Walkthrough ...
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Cognitive Walkthrough Forms 

University of Colorado at Boulder. Department of Computer Science ... Alto, California designed and completed a study to compare a variety of usability ..... performed; where each "best way" corresponds to one sequence of user actions, eg. a ...
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CS50 Walkthrough #3 - CS50 CDN 

what type are these values? â–« how do we initialize them? â–« don't forget! â–« swap tiles for even d ... Questions? Please email me feedback: [email protected].
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xenogears walkthrough pdf 

File: Xenogears walkthrough pdf. Download now. Click here if your download doesn't start automatically. Page 1 of 1. xenogears walkthrough pdf. xenogears ...
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CS50 Walkthrough 1 - CS50 CDN 

Free Candy. â–« Time for Change. â–« I Saw You ... Free Candy. â–« Seriously, in the CS50 ... ask user for an integer printf("Give me an integer between 1 and 10: ");.
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iOS: Evil Hangman Walkthrough - cs164 

Mar 21, 2012 - for each word in set: determine equivalence class for word; add word to equivalence class; determine largest equivalence class; remove all ...
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